
Taps Collection

Taps Collection, DHA Phase 5, Jamun Stop, Near Attock Pump
Lahore, Punjab 54000
Pakistan

Phone: +923001750820

Experience the epitome of luxury and functionality with Taps Collection, your

premier destination for exquisite bathroom fixtures. With a commitment to

excellence, we bring you an extensive range of taps and accessories that will

elevate your bathroom to new heights of sophistication.

At Taps Collection, we take pride in offering an impressive selection of top-tier

brands that are synonymous with quality and style. Explore the renowned

collections from Grohe, known for their innovative designs and cutting-edge

technology. Discover Gala's exquisite range of sanitary fittings, combining elegance

with practicality. Faisal Ceramics brings you stunning ceramic products crafted with

utmost precision and attention to detail. Apollo offers a wide array of bathroom

Ceramics that effortlessly blend aesthetics and functionality. Hiware presents a

premium line of bathroom fixtures, including high-quality color options like gold,

rose gold, matt black, and chrome.

Our products are meticulously crafted using the finest materials and finishes,

ensuring durability and long-lasting beauty. Whether you seek sleek basin taps,

luxurious shower systems, or elegant bathtub fixtures, Taps Collection has the

perfect solution to meet your needs and reflect your personal style.

When you choose Taps Collection, you benefit from more than just exceptional

products. Our dedicated team of experts is passionate about assisting you in

creating your dream bathroom. From product selection to installation advice, we

provide personalized guidance at every step of the way. Our commitment to

outstanding customer service ensures that your experience with us is nothing short

of exceptional.

Embrace the luxury and functionality that Taps Collection brings to your bathroom.

Explore our extensive range of taps and accessories, carefully curated to enhance                                                page 1 / 2



your space. Discover the iconic brands we proudly showcase, each offering their

own unique blend of innovation, elegance, and durability.

Contact Person: Wasif Riwan
Business Type: Wholesale
Designation: CEO
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